
Sailing Trivia



Rules

► Teams are per table
► Collaborate and bring your answers up
► The top scoring table wins!
► In the event of a tie, there will be a duel to 

the death.





1 - When was the first time sailing 
was included in the Olympic 
program?

►A. 1882
► B. 1896
►C. 1900
►D. 1904



B.  1896

►Sailing was introduced 
into the Olympics at the 
Games held in Athens, 
Greece in 1896.





2 - When did the race that started 
the "Quest for the America's Cup" 
happen?

►A. 1835
► B. 1845
►C. 1851
►D. 1900



C.  1851

► It was first offered as the Hundred Guinea Cup 
on August 20, 1851, by the Royal Yacht 
Squadron of Great Britain for a race around the 
Isle of Wight. The cup was won by the 
America, a 100-foot (30-metre) yacht from 
New York City, and subsequently became 
known as the America's Cup





3 - What is the derivation of the 
word "yacht"?
► A.  From the Old Norse for "sail"
►  B.  From the Greek for "sea chariot"
►  C.  From the Chinese for "seafarer"
►  D.  From the Dutch for "hunter"



D.  From the Dutch for "hunter" 

► Yachting for pleasure and sport 
began in Holland in the late 16th 
century. The word "yacht" comes from 
the old Dutch, jacht, an abbreviation 
of jaghtschip, "hunting ship".





4 – What is the origin for the name 
of the “port side” of a boat?
► A.  Sailors used to drink sweet wine on the left 

side of the boat.
► B.  Due to sail trim, docks were easier to see from 

the left.
► C.  Crew would always board a vessel on the 

left.
► D.  Early ships had steering on the right side so 

they always docked on the left.



D.  Early ships had steering on the right side so 
they always docked on the left.

► Since the steering oar was on the 
right side of the boat, it would tie 
up at the port on the other side. 
Hence the left side was 
called port.





5 - You are launching from a beach, 
and the wind is blowing on to the 
land, this means the shore is a what?

►A.  Windward shore
► B.  Offshore shore
►C.  Land shore
►D.  Lee shore



D.  Lee shore

►A weather shore where the 
wind is coming offshore.





6 - What is the name of the holes that 
are cut to let water run off the deck?

►A.  Through hulls
► B.  Drains
►C.  Portals
►D.  Scuppers



D.  Scuppers

► Scuppers allow water to drain 
from the deck.





7 - Which of the following is NOT a 
turning maneuver term in sailing?

►A.  Jibing
► B.  Tacking
►C.  Sail trimming
►D.  Hull trimming



D.  Hull trimming

► Jibing and tacking are turning the 
stern and bow into the wind, 
respectively. Sail trimming is setting 
the angle of the vessel to the wind. 
Hull trimming, however is adjusting the 
boat's load to work with its 
performance in the water.





8 - What type of sailing yacht was 
the original "America", which gave 
its name to the America's Cup?

► A.  Sloop
► B.  Ketch
► C.  Schooner
► D.  Brigantine



C.  Schooner

► The original "America" was a 110-ton, 
two-masted schooner. Typical of her 
day, she was gaff rigged (main and 
foresail four squared, held and 
controlled at the upper leach by a 
wooded pole or Gaff.)





9 - The international maritime signal flag, 
the 'Blue Peter', can be described as 
which of the following?

► A.  Blue field with yellow bands top and bottom
► B.  White saltire on a blue field
► C.  Yellow field with black disc at center
► D.  White square centered on a blue field



D.  White square centered on a blue field

► The flag popularly known as 'Blue 
Peter' represents the letter 'P' when 
used to signify a letter in a message 
and, when used in isolation as a 
message in itself, it instructs crew 
members to report back to their 
vessel as it is about to go to sea.





10 - Ben Ainslie won five Olympic medals 
in sailing, four gold and one silver before 
announcing his retirement in 2013. What 
country is he from?

► A.  Australia
► B.  United Kingdom
► C.  South Africa
► D.  New Zealand



B.  United Kingdom

► Sir Ben Ainslie won five Olympic 
medals between the years 
1996 and 2012.  He received 
knighthood in 2013.





11 - What does the actual 
America's Cup look like?
► A.  A trophy with a large sailboat on it
► B.  A large silver bowl
► C.  A large silver and wood placque
► D.  A large silver pitcher



D.  A large silver pitcher





12 – How many feet are in a 
fathom?

►A.  3
►B.  6
►C.  9
►D.  12



B.  6

►A fathom is a unit of 
length in the imperial and 
the U.S. customary systems 
equal to 6 feet.





13 - You're sailing a two masted boat with 
the mizzen mast located forward of the 
steering post. What type of boat are you 
on?

► A.  Schooner
► B.  Sloop
► C.  Ketch
► D.  Yawl



C.  Ketch

► The ketch and the yawl both 
have a mizzen mast, aft of the 
main mast, but the mizzen mast 
on a yawl is located aft of the 
steering post.





14 - When was the Arizona Yacht 
Club created?

►A.  1956
► B.  1958
►C.  1959
►D.  1960



B.  1958 





15 - Which of the following is NOT a 
term for a sailing knot?

►A. Clove hitch
► B.  Two half hitch
►C.  Figure-eight knot
►D.  Double fisherman's knot



D.  Double fisherman's knot

► The clove knot, two half hitch and figure 
eight-knot are all terms for knots used in 
sailing. The double fisherman's knot is a 
term for a knot used in Boy Scouting.





16 - Which of the following is not a 
type of sail?

►A. Spanker
► B.  Mizzen
►C.  Course
►D.  Catch



D.  Catch

► A spanker is a fore & aft sail set from 
the rear mast on a square rigged 
vessel. A mizzen is the aft sail on a 
ketch or yawl. A course is the bottom 
sail on any mast of a square rigger; 
e.g. the bottom sail on the main mast 
would be the "main course".





17 - You are returning to port after a day of 
sailing. Ahead of you is a channel marked by 
colored buoys. How should you enter the 
channel?

► A. To the left of the black and white buoy and to 
the right of the red buoy 

► B. To the right of the black and white buoy and 
to the left of the green buoy 

► C. To the left of the black and white buoy and to 
the left of the red buoy 

► D. To the right of the black and white buoy and 
to the left of the red buoy 



D. To the right of the black and white 
buoy and to the left of the red buoy

► You can remember this by 
using the three Rs, red, right, 
returning.





18 - Most sails have three corners. 
Which of the following is not the 
name of one of the corners?

► A. Head
► B.  Tack
► C.  Clew
► D.  Luff



D.  Luff

► The luff is the leading edge of 
the sail. It is the part of the sail 
which stalls out first if you are 
sailing too close to the wind.





19 - Which of the following is NOT a 
type of anchor?

► A. Danforth
► B.  Bruce
► C.  CQR
► D.  Lateen



D.  Lanteen

► A Danforth anchor is one having wide, flat flukes 
which fold up for stowage and deploy when in 
use. A Bruce anchor is a heavy anchor with fixed 
wide flukes. A CQR anchor (meaning "secure") is 
also known as a plough anchor, and has a single 
wide, curved, folding fluke. A Lateen is an 
ancient type of sail which is still in everyday use 
from the Middle East to India.





20 - Vertical clearances, such as bridges, will 
always be shown on tidal area charts 
measured at what?

► A.  Mean high water
► B.  Mean low water
► C.  Elevation above sea level
► D.  Height above land



A.  Mean high water

► The measurement would be the 
shortest and safest to publish.





21 - If your yacht has a deadlight, 
where is it located?

► A.  On the main deck, forward of 
the main cabin 

► B.  At the top of the main mast
► C.  At the stern
► D.  At the bow



A. On the main deck, forward of 
the main cabin 

► A deadlight is a glass prism, sealed in a 
watertight fixture and set flush with the 
main deck. It is designed to let sunlight into 
the forward part of the yacht. As it is a 
prism it does a good job of bringing light to 
the normally darker part of the yacht.





22 - Where would you put a baggy 
wrinkle on your yacht?

► A.  On the tiller
► B.  On a shroud
► C.  On the gunwale
► D.  On the transom 



B. On a shroud

► Baggy wrinkles are used to prevent sail 
chafe and are usually attached to the 
main shrouds, port and starboard. They 
can be used on any shroud that may rub 
against a sail.





23 - If your yacht has a boomkin, 
where is it located?

► A. At the bow or stern
► B.  On the gunwale
► C.  On the main mast
► D.  On the main sail boom



A. At the bow or stern
► On almost all yachts, that are designed to have 

a boomkin, it is at the stern. It is used to extend 
the anchor point for the main after shroud 
beyond the after hull. It's usually made of heavy 
planks (or tubing) and securely fixed to the hull. It 
is also good for rigging "over the water" 
barbeques or self steering gear.





24 - Shank, crown, stock, and fluke 
will all be found where?

► A.  In the bosun's kit bag
► B.  In the galley
► C.  In the chain locker
► D.  In the head



C.  In the chain locker

► These are all parts of anchors. 
There are several general types in 
common use. Examples are 
Danforth, CQR, patent, and 
admiralty.





25 – What is the “Bitter End” other 
than a resort in BVI?

► A.  The inboard end of a chain or 
line

► B.  The fluke of an anchor
► C.  The end of the bowsprit
► D.  A boathook



A.  The inboard end of a chain or 
line
► In the case of an 

anchor line, it's 
the end which is 
attached to some 
part of the boat, 
usually a cleat.




